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	September/2020 Latest Braindump2go 300-835 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new

300-835 Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 33An existing user (identified by userId) needs to be allowed to host Webex meetings.

Which API call is used to assign the new license?A.    PUT /license/{userId}B.    POST /people/{userId}C.    PUT /people/{userId}

D.    POST /license/{userId}Answer: CQUESTION 34Which two methods can be used to add a custom UI panel to a Webex room

device? (Choose two.)A.    Import an existing panel configuration file by connecting a USB storage drive to the device.B.    Use

xAPI to push a JSON panel configuration to the device.C.    Create a panel using the device UI Extensions Editor (previously

In-Room Controls).D.    Restore a device backup file present on a PC that contains a panel configuration.E.    From a T-shell session,

use the git command to merge the XML configuration of a panel.Answer: AEQUESTION 35Which two methods can be used by

Cisco Jabber to retrieve the configuration settings in an on-premises deployment? (Choose two.)A.    An XML file can be pushed to

the client from Cisco Unified Communications Manager with the information to retrieve the UC service profile.B.    Use a DNS

SRV record to discover the IM&P cluster and automatically retrieve the UC service template.C.    The client retrieves the settings

from the phone configuration in addition to the configuration in the UC service profile.D.    Use a DNS SRV record to discover the

Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster and automatically retrieve the UC service profile.E.    The client retrieves the

settings from the Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster and automatically retrieves the UC service template.Answer:

CDQUESTION 36In order for Cisco Unified Presence to show the presence status of an IP phone, which two configuration steps

must be completed in the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server? (Choose two.)A.    Check the Allow Presence Status

check box.B.    Associate the end device with the user.C.    Allow the SIP publish trunk to forward presence status messages.D.   

Associate the directory number with the user.E.    Enable Cisco Unified Personal Communicator Status flag.Answer:

BDQUESTION 37What is a benefit of using Python virtual environments?A.    It isolates dependencies of every project from the

system and each other.B.    It allows Python to differentiate between package versions.C.    It frees the developer from installing the

project dependencies.D.    It puts dependent packages in a common site-packages directory.Answer: AQUESTION 38Refer to the

exhibit. Which code snippet is used to mention the bot CiscoDevNet@webex.bot?   

 A.    <@personEmail.CiscoDevNet@webex.bot>B.    @CiscoDevNet@webex.botC.    @personEmail.CiscoDevNet@webex.botD. 

  (@personEmail.CiscoDevNet@webex.bot)Answer: BQUESTION 39Which two statements describe advantages of consuming

APIs with asynchronous versus synchronous requests? (Choose two.)A.    All Cisco APIs are designed to be invoked

asynchronously.B.    APIs respond more quickly when invoked asynchronously.C.    Asynchronous request coding is less complex.

D.    Application threads do not block waiting for an asynchronous response.E.    Multiple asynchronous requests can be sent

simultaneously.Answer: BDQUESTION 40Using the Finesse REST APIs coupled with the Finesse notifications, which two use

cases can be accomplished? (Choose two.)A.    Add video calling capabilities to an existing application such as a CRM.B.    Add

outbound call capabilities to an existing application such as a CRM.C.    Develop a secure monitoring application that captures the

agent's states and dialog information of every agent in the contact center system.D.    Develop a fully functioning custom agent

desktop that has call control, workflows, and client logging.E.    Develop a fully functioning custom agent desktop for chat, email,

and SMS interactions including the content of the chat, email, and SMS.Answer: BEQUESTION 41Which two characteristics of

REST APIs? (Choose two.)A.    Resources are accessed using Uniform Resource Identifiers.B.    API operations for

Create/Read/Update/Delete are mapped to standard HTTP methods.C.    Cookies are used for the duration of the session.D.    REST

API extends Remote Procedure Call.E.    The server manages the session state.Answer: ABQUESTION 42Refer to the exhibit.

Which value of "a" is displayed when the Python code is executed?   
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 A.    10B.    13C.    18D.    21Answer: BQUESTION 43Which parameter must be set for the end user for Jabber for Windows or

Mac to register successfully with Cisco Unified Communications Manager in softphone mode?A.    primary extensionB.    group

membershipC.    subscribe calling search spaceD.    remote destination profilesE.    device associationAnswer: AQUESTION 44

Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop the bootkit functions from the left onto the correct actions on the right.   

 Answer:   

 QUESTION 45Drag and Drop QuestionAn administrator is creating a script using the Python xAPI over WebSockets (pyxows)

library. The goal of the script is to capture an event generated by a UI Extensions action button (former In-Room Control Panel).

When the action button is clicked, the script displays an alert that says that the button ID was clicked.Drag and drop the code

snippets into the locations to complete the script.   

 Answer:    
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 QUESTION 46Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop the code to complete the curl command that creates a halfwake brand logo

using the xAPI HTTP API. Not all options are used. Code can be used more than one time.   

 Answer:    

 QUESTION 47Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop the elements from the left onto the correct descriptions on the right. Not all

options are used.   
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 Answer:    

 QUESTION 48Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop the git commands/steps from the left into the correct order on the right to

make changes and submit code to a remote repository.   

 Answer:    
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